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Council to decide east-west couple
By Richard Goldstein

into."
There is widespread support
for a Route 13 north that would
allow trucks and cars tha t
have no business in Car-

Staff Writer

It's all !)VeJ:' but the shouting
!or the ,'ote on the east-west
couple at the City Council
meeting tonight, but the
council still has a possibie
lawsuit to contend with.
Three of the five councl!
members have vt)iced their
intention to support the Illinois
D£:partment of Transportation's proposal to make
Main Street one-way westoound and Walnut Street oneway eastbound. To complete
the couple, a street from the
intersection of Brook Lane and
Main Street to the intersection
of Walnut Street and Oakland
Avenue would be built.
Robert Pauls, president of
the Carbondale Community
Historic Association, threatens
to take the matter to court if
the council gives the go-ahead
for the couple, though he won't
say on what grounds he would
sue.
City Attorney Patricia Mc-

=~e :~~~ ~i~otB~!

Dillard: Unknow1
"My decision
will be ruade
pub!lc Tuesday
night."

Morris: For
Tuxhorn: Against
"This
city ·"The couple Is
(councl,) seems not the solution
traffic
to want to do to
anything for a problems, It Is
handout regar- ~ut of
the
dless of good or solution."
bad."

MP.en said "I have absolutely
DO idea" ()n what grounds
citizen groups would sue the
city.
Since the couple would be a
state highway - Route 13 McMeen said lOOT isn't
legally obligated to ask per-

Mills: For
"The damage •••
to the historic
district
haa
been drastically
f.N8l'Wllpllaalzed. "

mission of the council to fmish
thecoople.
"They can do it if they
choose to do it:' sbesaid.
Councilman Keith Tuxhorn,
who lNIid he will vote against
the couple proposal, said, "I
have some strong indications

Yow: For

"I feel It's the
best oyerall
solution for the:
oyerall
community."

that the state will listen to I)ur
plea for funding (for a northern connector or bypass) if
we don't vote yes on the
couple."
Tuxhorn would be no more
specifiC except to say "I have
some information I can't go

optimistic about paying
lOOT's estimated $14 million
for a bypass.
Tuxhorn said the possibility
of obtaining muney for a
bypass is "the sole reason" for
delaying a vote on the couple.
But Councilman John Yow
takes the opposite tact.
"If we don't get one thing
done (the couple) we're not
going to get the other thing
done (the connector)," Yow
said.
Once the couple is approved.
the city should go to work to
secure state money for -a
northern connector, he said.
Yow said the couple will not
necessarily move traffic more
quickly from one side of town
to the other, but will move it
more safely.

to rebuild
prograrTlS-

Couple
has long
history

By Jim Dawson

By Richard Goldstein

NASA tries

Staff Writer

Minneapolis·St. Paul Star Tribune

The east-west couple will be
put to a vote in tomght's City
Council meeting - almost 25
years afwr another council
requested the nlinois Division
of highways consider a similar
plan, an nlinois Department of
Transportation official said.
Since 1964 the couple has
~p~ed andreappearoo
on the Carbondale political
landscape. Each time the
quest for a couple has moved
with stunted steps rather than
leaps and bounds.

In the somber davs after the
Challenger disaster 32 months
ago, President Reagan went to
the Johnson Space Center in
Houston w conso)" the families
of the dead astronauts and
show his support for NASA's
shattered manned space
program.

News Analysis
He was back at the space
center last week, wishing the
Discovery astrOl.auts well in
their attempt to lift the Umted
States back into space in a
launch set for 8:59 a.m.
Thursday, telling a crowd of
flag-waving NASA employees
that a child growing up today
might be the first person to
step onto the red, rocky surface of the planet Mars.
It was a day filled with
positive image£, both for the
president and NASA, but it was
played out against the reality
of a struggling space program
that has much to prove.
See SHUHLE, Page 5

Sla" PhotG by Bill Co.dy

More than 200 people attended a screening
of the Presidential Debate Sunday In the
Student Center. An Informal ballot taken

Students declare Dukakis
winner of Sunday's debate
By Scott Perry
Sta,~Writer

This

~1orning

Services set for
victim of crash
-Page 8
Johnson loses gold
after drug tests
-Sports 16

l:nny,8OS.

during the screening found 88 percent of
the ylewers picked Goy. Michael Dukakls as
the winner.

Students taking part in a
program to create more
a'vareness of America's
political system picked
Michael Dukakis as the
winner of the first debate
bet\\<een the two presidential
candidates.
The poll, taken minutes
after the debate ended,
favored Dukakis over
Republican George Bush by
a margin of 62 percent to 38
percent.
Bush faired better with
international students than

with Americans, but both
sides picked Dukakis as the
definite winner.
The vote brought to an end
two-day
program
a
organized by the University
to introduce international
students to the American
system of electing its officials.
The program called ''The
1988 Presidential r.ebate - A
Cross Cultural Look" centered its attention on the
effects of the debate system.
A video glive those who
attended the wOt"kshop, a
brief flashback to previOUS

debates, beginning with the
"great debate" between
then Sen. John F. Kennedy
and Vice President Richard
Nixon during the 1960
campaign.
Kits with historical information on the debates and
videotapes of past winners
and losers were provided to
more than 25 colleges and
universities nationwide. The
progrr,m was funded from a
$9,985 grant from the U.S.
Information Agency through
the Natioaal Association for
See PROGRAM, Pig. 5

IN 1969 the IDOT began
buying land in the Brook Lane
area in anticipation of laying
down a street that would
connect West Walnut and East
Main streets, Larry Meyer,
director of Planning and
Programing for lOOT, said.

IN 1970 the council approved
a plaIrto make East Main and
West Walnut streets one-way
up to the railroad tracks and
using South Washington Street
as a connector between the
l:itreets.
The couple originally was to
run through town, as the plan
being proposed today. Meyer
said. However, passenger
trains biocked Walnut Street
See HISTORY, Page 5
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Gus .. y. the council hal
worked on this a couple of
tim...
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First Afghan cosmonaut's
return marred by attack

LG. 2 Ingredient Pizza
Limit I per order

Pick·Up or Delivery

Copies

Grand Ave.Mall 549-7811 Carbondale
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Fall Used Bike Sale ", .'.

1979 KAW 650 SR
1981 YAM 250
'650.00
'495.00
1981 KAW 650 CSR 1981 SUZ 850 Shoft
·69.5.00
'795.00
1975 K A W 900 Z- 1
1986 SUZ 550 ES
'995.00
'1495.00
1985 KAW 700 Vulcan
'1295.00

r

I

you purchase a bike during this
sole and you are a SiU Student you will
receive $25.00 off anv helmet in stock.

Highway 13-East-Reed Station Rd.

"

New Balance

M675

Poll indicates Chileans will vete down leader

~"
-------

SANTIAGO, Chile (UPI) - The first nationwide opposition poll
since the nomination of 1973 coup leader Gen. Augusto Pinochet
as the only candidate in an Oct. 5 plebiscite indicates he will be
, decisi\'ely defeated. The poll, taken by a political think tank
, associated with the opposition, shows Pinochet will carry onlv
, about 20 percent of the vote, with 47 percent opposed to him
continuing as president. It showed 13.5 percent undecided, with
, the rest not answering the poll or not planning to vote.
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l Afghan warplanes bomb Pakistan villages

want a
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I
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457-8600

KABUL, Afghanistan (UPll - U.S.-bac~ed Moslem rebels
Monday fired rockets into the capital to mar home-coming
ceremonies for Afghanistan's first cosmonaut, killing at least
nine people and wounding 11 others. Afghan sources said. The
official Soviet news agency Tass said 10 people were killed and 14
we!'e wounded in the same incident and 11 buildings were
des!..-oyed. revising without explanation an earlier report that
said 16 people died in the attack.

All the Time

\. tr! &

PESHAWAR, Pakistan

!

(upI) -

Sixteen Afghan warplanes

, streaked into Pakistan and bombed two border villages Monday
in an escalating series of raids by the Soviet-backed forces.
I Pakistaru officials said five people were killed and seven were

1061.1111-'8

injured in the morning raid, raising to 13 the number of deaths in
five cross-border attacks by the Afghan air force this month.

"t~o.7 ~=!'::.o,1

Burmese troops patrol capital, main streets
RANGOON, Burma (UP!) - Soldiers strung barbed wire
across main Rangoon streets and troop-laden armored cars
patrolled the capital Monday in light of reports students would
defy a ban by the new military regime on p~test demonstraiions, witnesses and opposition sources said. Diplomats have
estimated at least 1,000 people were killed during demonstrations following a Sept. 18 military coup that installed
Burma's fourth government since July.

Doctor: Insulin eyedrops may be on horizon

Sf~ot,

or

I

WASHINGTON (UP!) - Scientists Monday announced they
,have developed a system that shows promise of allowing
i diabetics to receive insulin by eyedrops rather than by needle
i and syringe. An ocular pharmacologif.t at Texas A&M's medical
I sch031 in College Station, reported using insulin eyedrops to
i lower the blood glucose of diabetic rabbits substantially. Human
I studies are expected to begin in about a year, he said.
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f~ For All You Do This Weekend's For Youl
EVENT INfORMATION
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One-third of U.S. shellfish beds polluted
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Sewage-related pollution has closed
morf, than one-third of U.S. shellfish beds permanently or interrrJttently, with the Gulf of Mexico and y:1est Coast the hardesthit areas, fishery experts told Congress Monday. Shellfish

!~r:::l~[~:~t'l~ua~~h:~=!~e~:ytc;~~~~:f~~
percent of the Gulf of Mexico's 5.8 million acres of shelliish beds

remain untainted and just 29 percent of 541,180 acres along the
West Coast are open to harvesting without restrictions.

NASA d6'lends billion dollar space station
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UPl) - NASA took advantage
Monday of publicity surrounding the first post-Challenger
shuttle launch to promote America's embattled multibilliondollar space station as a vital "commitment to leadership."
NASA hopes to assemble the space station, named "Freedom"
by President Reagan, in the mid 19905 to serve as a permanently
manned orbital outpost for scientific research and, possibly, as a
staging base fortrips to Mars or the moon.

-Tailgate
-Celebrity Serle.
-Comedian I Hypnotist
Featurjng
I
"Butch Thompson
The Tail-Gators
Tom DeLuca
& The New Orleans
Saturday, Oct. 1, '88
Kroger reports restructuring, divisions sales
Friday, Sept. 30, '88
Ragtime Orchestra"
10:30am-1 :oopm
CINCINNATI (UP!) - The Kroger Co., target of offers from
8pm
two major corporate takeover houses, announced Monday it was
Saturday, Oct _1. '88
Free Forum Area
Student Center
selling off several of its divisions, for a total of about $333 million.
6pm
Kroger, the nation's second-largest supermarket chain, also
Ballroom 0
-Salukl Football
announced it had signed agreements with Citibank and Chemical
Shryock Auditorium
Bank of New York and First National Bank of Chicago for $3.6
Saturday, Oct. 1 '88
Tickets Available
billion to finance its restructuring.
1:30pm
Only at Shryock
-BuHet Dinner &
McAndrew Stadium
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&
Entertainment
Daily Egyptian
fashion Show
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9am-noon
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Building,
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-Tickets Available at the Student Center Central Ticket Oftlce
For more Information call SPC at 536-3393

Editorial and business offices located in Communications Building.
NortlI Wing, Phone 536-3311, Walter B. Jaehnig. fiscal officer.
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Tour is change of pace
The Indigos support
debut album with stops
in Illinois and Texas
By Theresa Livingston
SlaffWriter

Following a few years of sllccessful
local shows, The Indigos, a ChicagC)based band, are taking their act all the
road in support of their debut album,
"Union Station."
The Indigos will appear Thursday

:gh~~;o~~~r;~' ~h~ f~~:s.~rf~

regional tour will include stops in Indiana, Illinois and Texas; concluding
with an opening spot for the Rainmakers at Harper College in Palatine.

En garde
Alred of Nolram, left (Alan \tioolard, Mr.irlon) prepares to strike a blow to Sir
William of Bellwood (Larry Bell, F..,rvlew Heights). In the background
Gunter Greyhawk (Mike Hensley, Murphysoro) acts es referee. The three
are members of the Society of Creative Anachronisms which recreates
events from the Middle Ages, 600 A.D. to 1600 A.D. The society held
events Saturday at the Methodist Camp near Giant City Park.

USG sets voter registration
For students who wish to vote in the
upcuming presidential election and are
not registered to vote, three Undergraduate Student Government
secrtaries have been made deputy
registars.
With an Oct. II deadline to register,
USG secretaries Elizabeth Finley,
Cheryl Santner and Jan Weldon will be
available to register eligible voters
from d a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Monday
through Friday at the USG office nn the
third floor of the Student Center.

Voters who have changed addresses
v.'ill not be allowed to vote Witllwt
filling out a change of address card
which will be available at the USG
office, Santner ~aid.
Williamson County residents also can
register in the USG office by a7
pointment.
Voting by absentee ballot also is an
option for students whQ complete an
absentee voter request form which is
available at the Carbondale city clerk's
office, Santner said.

The tour marks a dramatic change in
the lives of the four band members.
Until recently, they have all held day
jobs, working the Chicago club scene
on their own time. However they now
have decided to devote all thcir efforts
toward making music.
Initially the brain child of lead singer
and guitarist David Kay, The Indigos'
first incarnation v.as formed in August
of 1985 when Kay held auditions for a
bassist in the turbulent Wicker Park
area.
Although number 58 in line,
something about Richard Smith caught
Kay's eye, and the two were soon
working together. SeH-proclaimed
"schizo" guitarist Jay Whitehouse
joined the following year, foJiowed by
drummer Bill Curtis, who W& replaced
by Jeffery Perkins in JanU8l-i of this
year.
The resulting sound is jangling
midwestern pop music at its finest.
Revolving around the standard set-up
of two guitars, a bass and drums, the
band's sound is interesting lyrically as
well as musically.
Kay's style is offset by the writings of
Smith. Kay muses his way
metaphorically into folk-inspired
musical journeys. while Smith counters with kniflHldged, compact tracks

with a compelling beat.
Although occasionally a bit unpolished, the pair's music manages to
transcend the usual pitfalls associated
with writing about subjects to which an
audience can relate.
The traditional themes of escapism
and unrequited love (along with its
subsequent revenge) are here, but
from an anginal, personal perspective.
Kay, who has a doctorate in
American history trom the University
of Chicago, keeps a notebook where he

~tis°r: ~er~~~l ~~~~~~J~~u~

pprsonalobservations.
The l'e&uit of all this is quirk.y,
capricious lyrics like "So I took my
pnde out for a drink, I wound up on a
barroom floor; And if you didn't talk so
much I might believe you more."
"We try to keep things simple and
straightforward," Kay said in a recent
interview.
The actual arrangement of tt~ songs
is the province of Perkins and
Whitehouse, resulEng in each member
having an artistic input on the finished
product.
Their sound reflects the influences of
the Velvet Underground, Bob Dylan
<lnd the British Invasion of the '60s as
well as Marshall Crenshaw and Elvis
Costello.
The band has filmed a video for the
title track of the LP. Shot at Union
Station in Downtown Chicago, the clip
is absent of B.ny grandiose conceptual
meaning.
"It was shot at 8 a.m. one mOrning
with a bunch of students from
Columbia (College, in Chicago). Il's
just us, playing the song," said Kay.
The Indigos have gained a reputation
of putting on a top-notch show that is
without giJnicks.
"I get so nervous trying to psych
myself up for playing. We try to
achieve a certain energy on the stage.
"The point of playing live is to create
something beyond the record. There's
something reckless in the best rock and
roll shows, almost urgent that's not
found in anv other fonn of music," Kay
said.

Beat the high cost
of going to college.
We make tracks from Carbondale to Chicago
twice a day.
And to beat the high cost of going to college.
take advantage of Amtrak's multi-ride ticket and
SAVE UP TO 40%! Plus. the ticket is good for
an entire year.

Nutrition is our profession...
Weight loss our specialtyI'''

For more information. call ;'our travel agt>nt
or call Amtrak at 1·800·USA·RAIl. Some
restrictions may apply
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Opinion & Commentary

Give transit chance
to ease traffic jams
THE ILLINOIS Department of Transportation has a
choice to make. The state should either help the Undergraduate Student Government, the city and the
Univeristy with its mass transit study or admit that there
is no real traffic problem in thf' city.
H that choice seems unconnected, consider these recent
developments. Traffic is so heavy in Carbondale, according to reports prepared by the lOOT, that a $1 million
couple project is necessary to ease traffic problems on
Route 13 in the west half of the city. However, mOT says it
cannot finanCially support a study on the feasibility of
mass transit, even though it says the study is necessary.
THERE IS NOTHING wrong with conducting a
feasibilIty study. We need to know where the buses will
run, how many people will ride them and how much it will
cost to operate the transit system before we can decide if it
is necessary and if we can afford tG pay for it.
mOT, though, is a late starter in the mass transit game.
Last week it said a committee working on a proposal for
the system erred and was too specific in the kinds of
questions that it would ask a consulting firm to answer.
lOOT, while offering no hard cash, has plenty of advice.
Make your proposal more generic, it says. Prospective
consulting firms should develop the scope of the study, and
tne one that suits the committee's needs should be hired.
WE AGREE that the committee should seelr the advice
of professionals and not rely on its intuition and more
limited knowledge of the mass transit field. We wonder,
though, where the mOT was when the committee needed
it.
Had the committee had mOT's input when it started, the
transit system would be that much closer to reality - or at
least we would be closer to a decision on whether it's
needed.

IDOT WANTS to know if the transit system will benefit
the city more than the University before it will apply for
grant funds to help defray the cost.
If there is a rule or regulation that somehow divorces the
University from the community when determining
eligibility for mass transit funds, there is a need for a
change.
Drivers in Carbondale during one of the University
breaks know the effect students have on traffic. While
there is never anything close to gridlock even at the height
of the school year, the streets are nearly deserted when the
students are gone.
mO'r and those that disburse mass transit funds should
face reality. The University and Carbondale cannot, for
any purpose, be treated as separate entities.
mOT should be willing to pitch in and help us learn what
effect a mass transit program would have 011 what is, at
worst, a nominal traffic problem on Route 13 and stop
wasting time on a couple plan that many people do not
want and we are not sure we need. The students have made
a commitment, offering up $15 a head, even though they
are not sure they will receive more benefit than the city.

Editorial Policies
Signed articles. including letters. viewpoints and Oilier commentaries. reflect lila
~ions of lIleir authors on:y. UnSigned edrtorials represent a consensus of lIle
Daily Egyptian Ed~orial Board, whose members are lIle student ed~OI'·in·chiel. lila
eQltor';, page edrtor, the associate editorial page adrtor, a news staff member. lIle
faculty manag",g ed~or and a SchOOl of Journalism faculty member.
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As America goes down the drain,
Norway begins to look a lot better
"Of course you don't. And
think, when was the last time
Norway started a war? Or
even threatened one? Why,
even back when the Vikings
discovered America, Eric the
Red looked around at all the
bostile Indians and said: 'Ve'd
have to hit all dese fellows on
dar heads vit our axes. Don't
I SAID: "Again? I haven't
seem vorth the bodder. Let's
mentioned it since ... since ... "
go home and drink glogg in"You mentioned it yesterstead.' And they did."
day."
"Are you sure that's
"Well, time flies. And I think
Tribune Media Services
historically accurate?"
it would be a good idea."
"IT COULD be. But the point
"OK, what brought it on this
I said, "because Norwegians is that Norwegians are
time."
are
nice."
peaceful
and sensible. Their
I explained that in reading
"But you don't have to move idea of a whoopee time is to
the paper I discovered that a
th
Norway
to
find
nice
people,"
drink
a
cup
of glogg and sit .~
thug had raped a woman on a
she said. "This countr) has around a sauna discussing the
down~~ subway plaUonn
millions
of
nice
people."
price
of
herring."
during rush hour, in full view
"True. But the nice are
"But how can you live in
of snickering commuters who
thought it was an amusing becoming outnumbered, Norway?" she asked. "You
overwhelmed and made ex- can'tspea}[Norwegian."
case of exhibitionism.
"I don't have. to. Almost
Or possibly they th .II1ght tinct by the hooligans, bar-'
they were seeing something barians, thieves, crooks and every NO:~i~~lan speaks
plain
jerks."
excell~t~
becauselney
akin to street musicians. Had
"It isn't that bad," she said.
leal'!1 It m school. D~, you
the rapist put a tin cup nearby,
"Of
course
it
is.
Just
turn
on
~lize
w~t
that
means?
some might have tossed m
your TV. What can you say
"Wha~.
coins.
A b~gger percentage. of
On another page, I read of a about a society that thinks
decent, law-abiding man being David Letterman is funny? Or Norwegla~ spea~ English
a
natio~
of
240
million
people
~nAmencansdo.
shot dead on an elevated train.
That mar be tru.e. But
A kid was killed on a bus. Also, that wmd up with Bush and
Dukakis as their choice for could you adjust to a different
a loony had taken up his gun which every American is president? I could do better culture?"
entitled to own - and used it to picking random names out of a
"COULD I adjust to little
kill a lady cop and three 'lther hat. Or even a thimble."
crime, politicians who talk
people.
straight and a SOCiety that
"BUT WHY Norway?" she educates its young, takes care
"THOSE ARE just the asked.
of its aged and tends to its
highlights," 1 said. "ru skip
"I'll tell you why. When was sick? It might be tough, but 1
the more mundane gang the last time you read about a could learn. "
shootings, muggings. throat Norwegian man raping a
"What I meant was, they
siittlngs, lust-filled strangers Norwegian woman on a sub- don't have baseball."
crawling through the windows w.:oy while Norwegians looked
"So? We don't have it in
of helpless biddies and the on In amusement? When have Chicago, either. Why don't we
you read about Norwegians start packing."
usual political corruption. "
She shook her head. "That's running amok in the steets
"OK. At Jeast tf>e Norstill no reason to pack up and with guns? Or a Norwegian wegians ha~e rock 'n' roll
move from the land of our politician saying he will be a music."
birth. And if we did, why great leader because he can
"They do?"
recite a Pledge of Allegiance
Norway?"
"Of course. "
For the hundredth time, I and get !t right 75 percent of
"Say, I wonder what housing
explained my choice.
the time?"
costs are like at the South
"I want to move to Norway,"
Shesaid: "IJon'trecall."
Pole."

IT HAPPENED again the
other day, as I was catching up
on news stories I missed while
onva,'!ation.
I llk.~ed up from the pape.r
and saia: "I really think we
should move to Norway. "
She snapped: "You're not
going to start that again. "

Mike
Boyko

Letters
Health insurance plan is dead weight
Candidate Dukakis wants to
have all employers provide
health insurance for their
employees. He said small
businesses would receive tax
incentives to compensate for
the costs.
But, when a business gets
started, it struggles even to
stay in business. It certainly
would not benefit from a tax
incentive there being no profits

to pay taxes on. The Dukakis
insurance plan wo~d be a
dead weight on business startups. This will reduce the
number of new jobs created by
the pr: late sector.
Most of the growth of jobs
recently ha'> come from new
small busint'Sses. A forced
health insurance wouid have
nipped some of these in the
bud.

The Duke's proposal avpears to be a loser. It will
dampen the business climate
and reduce federal revenue in
the long run. Then comes the
temptation to raise taxes back
up.
This seems to be a campaign
idea that needs some careful
e~aluation before it is bought
on November a.-Wyatt
George, Murphysboro.

J

Foreign Student Affairs, John
Jackson, dean of the College of
Liberal Arts and cG-organizer
of the event.
Some of the schools that
received the kits started late
and did not have time to
prepare for the event, he said.
Joe S. Foote, chairman of
the Department of RadiGTelevision and cG-organizer of
the event said "debates are a

message from the campaign
trail to the voter.
"It's always important the
public gets a grasp on the
ISSUes," Jackson said, "and
the debates are an important
means of getting \.he message
out."
Although Jackson said there
was no "Iulockout punch"
during the first of two televised
debates between Dukakis and
Busn, both came Ollt ac:t~ti~n o~e~l::~~.p'ubliC complishing
what they wanted
Tbe debates are a way of to do.
bringing the election "into the
Jackson said DU!<3li::is
bigtop" and a way from needed a better showin.~, more
competing distractions.
so than Bush, because ne WBii
Foote said with the advent of behind in the polls going into
cable, people are less likely to the debate.
hear what the candidates say
It was important for Du.kakis
on the evening news, and even to prove he is capable of being
then, he said, the mezsages are the president of the United
short and rarely about im- States and that he is equal to
portant issues.
the vice president, he said.
"Each candidate has hiE
Jackson said Dukakis acmessage of the day," Foote complished both.
said.
I<'or Bush the task was a little
He defmed the message of easier, Jackson said, adding
the day as that one issue or that all Bush haa to do was
phrase each party wants to show up and not make any
have dominate the beginning major mistakes.
of each newscast.
"Bush appeared to be a little
Jackson called the media the less at ease (than Dukakis),"
"conduit" that carries the Jackson said, but djd not

SHUTTLE, from Page 1 - The contrast between image
and reality was evident even
as Reagan spoke. For, at the
5ame time, NASA tecllI'icians
at the launch site in Florida
were trying to track down yet
another in a series of problems
that have plagued the shuttle
Discovery.
Alan Ladwig, the man NASA
has designated to bring a
vision of the future to the space
program, knows as well as
anyone how far the space
program has to go to return to
the glory of the Apollo days.
"To go out to thE" moon and
Mars when we call't get into
orbit
stretches
the
imagination," said Ladwig,
director of NASA's special
projects office of exploration.
''To us, the space shuttle and
the return to flight is very
important."
For La~wig, human exploration of tile solar system is
mevitable, with only important
questions to be answered being
when and how. Not all,
however, share Ladwig's
sense of certainty about the
space program.
For George "Pinky" Nelson
of Willmar, Minn., one of the
five Discovery astronauts and
an astronomer by training, a
steady evolution into spaCE' is
not a sure thing. Nelson cites
the Dark Ages as evidence of
humanity's ability to stagnate,
and says he fears that without
a "continuing revolution" to
move outward and explore,
society could turn away from
space after taking only a few
tentative steps.
Most veteran NASA observers agree that much more
is at stake in the upcoming
launeh than the lives of
Discovery's five crew members.
"If it doesn't work, it's an
unmitigated disaster for the
space program," said George

Field, a senior physicist with
the Smithsonian Astro!>hysical
Observatory
and
an
astronomy prot ~ssor at
Harvard University. If the
shuttle is lost, he said, "I
wonder if NASA will be able to
recover."
To prevent another
catastrophe, NASA is trying to
recapture the work ethic of the
early days of the space
program. To symbolize that
past excellence, the logo for
the new shuttle flight incorporates the red
mark
of the original NASA emblem
- an emblem that was phased
out as the shuttle program was
phased in.
During the Mercury, Gemini
and Apollo programs, work at
NASA was expected to be near
perfect. There was a true
pioneering spirit among the
thousands of engineers and
techniciam who helped take
the space program in little
more than a decade from a few
cnv\e rockets to a system that
could land men on the moon.
That spirit began to whither
in the earl!' 19708 with the
cancellation by President
Nixon of the last moon
missions. Nixon, concerned
about Viet."'lamand Watergate,
had little time for the space
program. NASA, in turn, was
offering little in future plans to
attract the attention of the
country.

hasn

Then came the idea for the
space shuttle, touted as a
space truck that would fly so
cheaply and haul so much
cargo that it would pay for
itself. What eventually went
into orbit was a compromise
spaceship that was developed
for about $6 billion dollars roughly half of what NASA
engineers had originally
estimated the cost of a
reusable spacecraft to be.

Area resident hospitalized
for shotgun pellet wounds
By Bl'lld BU8hue
Staff Writer

A blast from a shotgun fired
from within a moving car left. a
Murphysboro man in the
hospital to be treated for
shotgun pellet wounds.
Lewis Gaston, 19, was struck
by shotgun pellets at 1:08 a.m.
Sunday while walking home
from work on Williams Street,

a police report said.
Gaston was taken to St.
Joseph's Memorial Hospital
for treatment and is currently
listed in stable condition, a
hospital representative s .. id.
Police said they have nu
suspects in the aggravated
battery case and do not expect
any immediate developments.
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PROGRAM, from Page 1
suffer greatly for it.
Foote said the debate appeared to heighten the gender

~rterw~th ~:a!isandC~!~
scoring better with the men.
Dukakis scored better on
issues concerning the home,
child care and abortion, Foote
said.
Bush gained more support
from men with the concept of
"peace through strength.'
Foote said Dukakis went into
the debate battling "invisibility," saying "the voters
haven't beard f:-:>m him since
the convention."
Dukakis needed the exposure' Foote said, and he did
well. Foote gave the victory, if
there is such a thing, to
Dukakis, saying be made more
points on the issues.
"Dukakis took the more
substantiative approach," be
said.

'O"poCIaC!~eCa!...
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Dukakis was in command of
the issues and on the right side
of most of them, Fl)(Jte said.

He said even if he was on the
weaker of the two sides,
Dukakis was able to defend his
stances.

HISTORY,

from Page 1 for hours each day when
the old Amtrack station
was used and the couple
:&~:s~ east Side
IN 1975 the Walnut
historic district was
named in the National
Register of Historic
Places. Born from this
act were the most vocal
opponents of the couple
the Carbondale
Community Historic
Association.
The CUIT"'..nt president,
Robert Pauls, has
threatened to sue the city
and-or mOT if thE'
council votes for the
couple.
Pauls has said the

~&~c w::~c~to~

carbon copy of the East
Walnut Street business
district.

IN 1977, after tilt: train
station mov~t the couple
was compleooa across the
tracks. Since then,
University Avenue has
been used, as what
Meyer refers to, as a
"temporary
couple"
between Walnut and
Main streets.
A year later the council
decided to convert Brook
Lane into a temporary
couple between Walnut
and Main streets, but
reversed its decision
after strong objections
from Brook Lane
residents.
IDOT
has
now
proposed a street running
from Brook Lane behind
the National Supermsrket to make the
couple between Walnat
and Main streets.
IN 1983, after being
prompted by
the
Chamber of Commerce,
city 'lfficials met with
IDOT officials to revive
th:::plan.
AN!> IN 1988 lOOT has
summarily stated that
the coufle is the only
pr.actica solution to the
east-west
traffic
c.)ngestion in CarIYJndale.
. Tonight: The vote.

l
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La Roma's Pizza Slices

Speedralls Z for 1
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Couple honored by Missouri Botanical Garden
By Phyllis Coon
St'lffWriter

time for two
Univf~ity botany professors
means time for research at
America's oldest botanical
garden, one of the professors
said.
The Missouri Botanical
Garden in St. Louis provides
Raymond Stotler and Barbara
Crandall-8totler with research
materials to help publish a
professional journal, "Advances in Bryology," which is
~nare

published every three months,
Stotler said.
Bryology deals with a
branch of botany including
mosses and liverworts, Stotler
said. Liverworts form dense,
green mosslike mats on logs,
rocks or soil in moist places,
according to Webster's New
WOt"ld Dictionary.
Their many hours of
research also bas lead to the
couple being named research
associate!' at the garnen,
Stotlet" said. The garden

doesn't freely pass out
positions, he said.
"We work up there very
frequently and being honored
like this was a surprise,"
Stotler said. "What being
named research associates
means to us is more access to
the faculty research library. "
The Missouri Botanical
Garnen started as a private
garden in the mid 1880s, ~totler
said.
"It now associates with the
city much like the zoo," Stotler

Jeremy Irons plays dual role
in latest film 'Dead Ringers'
By Kathl..n DeBo
Staff Writer

"Dead Ringers" can be
summed up in two words:
fascinating and nauseating.
Tbe film is the story of Elliot
and Beverly Mantle, twin
gynecologists, played by
Jeremy Irons.
The twins share everything:
success, experiences and
women. Then Beverly falls in
love with a patient. an actress
named Claire, played by
Genevieve Bujold. Beverly
begins to want to separate
himself from his brother.
Claire is a drug addict, and

=~. ~h:auJ:::J:~

having an affair with her
agent, he takes more drugs.
Elliot star~ taking drugs
because his brother is and he

Film Review.
thinks if he gets addicted, too,
they can beat the problem

togethei.·.
When they are both high,

The film is faSCinating
because it shows
psy·chological atr
normalities in two
outwardly normal
people.
Beverly kills Elliot and then
himself.
The film IS fascinating
because it shows the p-

sychological abnormalities in
two people who otherwise
seem fortunate, successful,
and happy. The twins do not
have individual lives.
The fllm aJsO deals with
what can result when
something unusual happens.
The problems were there, but
it was only when Beverly fell in
love, and Elliot did not.
The film is nauseating
because director David
Cronenberg, director of "The
Fly", continues with his
famous gore scenes. The gore
in "Dead Ringers" is not the
most bloody and is not inappropriate, but the viewer still
needs a strong stomach. One
Si!ene shows Beverly on drugs
performing gynecological
surgery on a man.
RatedR.

said. "The garnen bas a very
large staff of about 50
botanists and it's one of the
largest research facilities in
the United States."
Other University faculty use
the garnen but Stotler said tie
does not think any of them
have been named research
associates.
Stotler said he aad his wife
are able to make six trips a
year to the garden.
"We sneak away as often as

we can. We enjoy the opporunities to use the garden,"
Stotler said.
Stotler specializes in
systematics, evolution and
ecol~ of bryophytes.
Crandall-8totler specializes
in cell structure and
development of mosses and
liverworts. A member of the
University botany faculty for
19 years, Crandall-8totler also
is associate editor of "Advances in Bryology."
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Parents honored by essays
Centralia couple
with 4 at SIU-C
wins parent award
Unw~News~e

A Centralia couple with four
children at SIU-C will reign as
Parents of the Day at the
University's annual Parents
Day celebration, Oct.!.
Dr. Edward F. Stephens m
and his wife Barbara of
Centralia ba ve seven children
in college. Their daughter Pat
S. Williams, an honors English
student, wrote the essay that
won her parents the honor. "I
just wanted to tell them how
much they are appreciated,"
she said.
"We were very surprised to
find we had ben chosen," Mrs.
Stephens said. "But then our
goal was always to raise a
child who would be a useful
and contributing member of
the community."
Her father said, "She just
wrote and let us know afterward." Williams, 33, and a
resident of Centralia, quit
college three times, but says

her parents never crIticized
her. They backed her when she
beaded back to school at

"We were very
surprised to find we
had been chosen. But
then our goal was
always to raise a child
who would be a
useful and contributing
member of the
community. "
-Barbara Stephens
Kaskaskia College a few years
ago. After earning an
associate degree, she transferred toSIU-C.
She also works full time as a
receptionist at her father's
medical practice and is the
mother of two.
"I hope I can pass on to my
daughters what mom and dad
taught me," she said. Williams

said her parents set high
standat"ds, mixed discipline
with love, and continue to
serve as an emotional fortress
for their children.
"Because you always
respected US we respect,
others," Williams wrote in the
essay judged best in the
Paren~-the-Day contest.
"Because you always tried
to see our side, we try to see
others. And because you were
never afraid to say 'I'm sorry.'
neither are we afraid."
Other Stephens children
enrolled at the University are
Quintin, 23, who is studying
finance; Bill, 18, a political
science major; and Alyaon
Wolz, 24, a nurse at St. Mary's
Hospital in Centralia who
studies in the University's premed program. While Wolz and
Wilhams commute, the
brothers live together on
camp'us.
Williams'
childhood
memories include family trips
to museums, science centers
and zoos and her father's
"nonsense stories" at bedtime.
"They gave us an insatiable
tbirstfor learning," she said.
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Setting solid goals helps students manage time
By Patricia Fabiano
WeHnessCenter

TIME AND how it's used
play a very important role in
college careers and college
students' overall well-being.

PAUl. GRAYSON of
·
. sal'd " no
Wes It:yan Umver.nty
other environme.":\t - not

hie

~~::~ti~ire:,~?':~e t o~

even graduate SCh901 afterwards - poses qui!e the
same challenging set of time
conditions as the ~ndergraduateexperience.
"WHAT MAKES the period
so challenging, demanding and
stressful are two factors: (1)
unstructured time and (2) lack
of time management skills."

Until brought to the very edge
of disaster, they may postpone
studying for mid-terms or
beginning research papers.
GRA YSON EMPHASIZES
SUDDENLY MOBILIZED to
that "colleges and universities action, this ~ of student
expect students to demonstrate a skill for which they pulls an all-ni ter in a mad
t
' 11"
dash to
make
just
the
lplca
y ..ave no t b een wire.
This
canit be
anunder
exciting
crepared ... the skill of
udgeting time."
:ilcal:tdaJ~=~n~:s~~~er,
TIlE TYPE A pt:rSonality
normally is concerned about
WHEN FACED with failure,
deadlines, course loads, and this Type B often pretends not
lack of time. The Type B to care, but may actually
personality is more relaxed experience anxiety, guilt and
about the work loads and depression.
deadlines. In modest amounts,
anxiety mobilizes the Type A.
ANSWER THE following
questions yes or no:
SOME TYPE B individuals
• I almost always feel
play the brinkmanship game. rushed.

To Your Health

Health and Fitness Guide
NOON AEROBICS will be
held at 12:15 Monday, Wednesday, and Friday in the Rec
Center Dance Studio.
A.M. AEROBICS will be held
at 7 a.m. Tuesday, Thursday,
and Friday in the Rec Center
Dance Studio.
RES~TANCE

WORKOUT
will be held at 7:30 p.m.
Monday and Wednesday in the
Dance Studio.
CHINESE FOOT Massage is
every
Wednesday.
Registration must be made at
the Rec Center Information
Desk by the Friday prior to the
appointment date.

are Oct. 3 through 19.

TENNIS INSTRUCTION
registration is now at the Rec
Center Information Desk for
all levels. Classes are Oct. 3
through 20. For details, call
536-5531.
PRIVATE AND Semiprivate tennis lessODS are
available at 8 p.m. every
Tuesday and Thursday:'
Register at the Rec Center
Information Desk on the
Friday preceeding instruction.
For details, call 536-5531.

RAQUETBALL
INSTRUCTION registration is
now at the Rec Center information Desk for group and
individual instruction. Classes

• When someone is late, I
get very angry.
• I'm so busy handling
crises, I never seem to get
anything else dont>.
.At times ~ feel almost
totally overwbelmed by time
deadlines.
• I try to do everything
myself.
• Usually I say yes to
requests or demands made by

o~TI~ guilty if I'm not busy
all the time.
• I spend a lot of effort
making every minute count.
• It really annoys me to see
other people wasting time.

ANSWERING YES to the
majority of the questions in-

dicates a Type A personality.
Asking, "Why did I answer yes
or why did I answer no?" will
give clues about overall attitudes concerning time.
THE MOTOR that students
need to successfully drive the!!"
time management vehicle is a
solid set of well-thought-out
and consistently reviewed
goals. Good time managers
are good goal setters.
STUDENTS WHO want
some assistance with goal
setting and time management
now at the beginning of the
school year before the midterm crunch, can call the
Career Development Center at
536-7521 or the Wellness Center
at 536-4441.

Some contacts pose threat
Extended-wear
lenses can cause
corneal ulcers
WASffiNGTON (UPI)
People who wear contact
lenses overnight or longer are
three times more likely to

=~fulC::~~~::~~~

rely on daily-wear lenses, a
researcher said Monday.
Based on Food and Drug
Administration studies that
followed 22,584 contact lens
wearers from 1980 through

,•

Tomorrow Only I
Petition for your Choice
In the Student Center

1988, Dr. Scott MacRae
calculated about 17 out of
10,000 extended, soft lens
wearers developed corneal
ulcers each year. That compares to about 5 ulcer cases
per 10,000 'or daily, soft lens
wearers and daily, rigid lens
wearers.
Extended wear was defmed
as contacts that were left on
overnight or longer, while
daily contacts were removed
before going to sleep, said
MacRae, an assistant
professor of ophthalmology at
Oregon Health Sciences
University in Portland.

~'t

~G

People who wear lenses
designed for extended wear,
but opt to take them out at
night, did not show an increased risk for corneal
ulcers, said McRae, who
presented his fmdings at a
Research to Prevent Blindness
meeting in Arlington, Va.
The cornea, which is the
transparent front part of the
eye, normally swells 2 to 4
percent during sleep, McRae
said, adding that when a
contact lens is covering the
cornea it swells "considerably
more" -7 to 15 percent.
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Nominations for Off Campus King & Queen
Sponsored by
SPC
Special Events

(now being accepted at the SPC office)

·Off campus elections will be held in the Student Center
Solicitation area Mon., Oct. 3 8 to 4:30.
-One King candidate and
-The candidate must be a
one Queen candidate will
SIU student and registered
for the Fall '88 semester,
be accepted from each
housing area and off
, campus area.
-The deadline for applications
is Friday, September 30, 1988
:.The candidate must
4:30pm .
have a 2.5 CPA or better.

Gunman
kills one
in school

Quality Pizza

'kJal4
Two.. rific® Two.. crusted
Double .. Decker Pizza
Only 6 minutes from Carbondale, behind the Courthouse

GREENWOOD, S.C. (UPI)
- A gunman who appeared to
single out children. who cried
opened fire at an elementary
school Monday, killing one
student and wounding eight
others and two teachers before
running out of bullets and
dropping ~lb~:l.
James W"
Wilson, 19,
Greenwood, began his rampage in tbe Oakland
Elementary School cafeteria,
shooting three students and a
teaciler, then went to a girls
restroom wbere be shot
another teacner and finally to
a third-grade classroom where
be shot six children, killing one
of them.
After !"JDIling out of bullets,
Wilson dropped his gun in the
classroom and waited there
until police arrived to arrest
him 15 minutes after the start
of the shooting spree. He was
charged with murder, police
r;ain.

Kat Finkbeiner, a pbysical
education teacher, followed
him to the restroom and tried
to take the gun away from him.
He shot her in the hand and
mouth.

Murphysboro, II.

inC.
Where else can you take flight training
and be paid for it.
Enroll in one of our flight training programs
and receive every tenth hour of dual FREE.
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Scope
Dale Logsdon, SIlJ.C graduate student In zoology and
flshe,les, determines the age of Crappie extracted from
the illinois River.

After a four year effort, the
School of Art in the College of
Communications and Fine
Arts has changed its name to
the School of Art and Design.
The lllinois Board of Higher
EduC8 don accepted the new
name this summer, after being
approved by SIU Chancellor
Lawrence K. Pettit and SIU~
President John C. Guyon.
The schools's director, L.
Brent Kington, said the initial
request for the name change
was made in the fall of 1984,
after the design program,
previously located in what is
now the College of Human
Resources, moved to the
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The injuries resulted after said.
Mr. Hilliard's ultralight plane
Dan Schwind who suffered
aPP.8rentIy stalled at an from cardiac failure was listed
altitude of 75 feet, flipped as critical Monday after
backwards and crashed into a receiving Hilliard's beart in a
cornfield about 2 miles transplailt operation, a St.
southwest of Davis Junction at Luke's Medical Center
6:28 p.m. Friday, according to representative said. The
hospital would not disclose
the Rockford Register star.
An ultralight plane is a further information.
single-seat aircraft conMr. Hilliard is survived by
structed with a light-weight
aluminum frame and nylon his mother, Karen, his father
Larry,
two brothers, Greg aid
covering.
Mr. Hilliard graduated from Scott, and a sister, Tanya.
The visitation will be today
the University in May with a
degree
in
Industrial at the Farrell Funeral Home at
Technology, Alumni Services Stillman Valley from 2 to 9
p.m., and the funeral will be
said.
As a flight instructor for Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
Valley
Lyons Air Services at Southern Stillman
Dlinois Airport in Carbondale Congregational Chun-h.
Burial will be at V.'hiterock
for about three months, Mr.
Hilliard had roughly 800 bours Cemetery near Davis Juncof flying experience, manager tion.

After four-year struggle,
School of Art changes name
By Betl1 Clawln
Entertainment Editor

This
Week

at

Mr. Hilliard's heart was donated to
A 1988 University graduate
was taken off life support at a Wisconsin hospital

:t'= ::a~~~'!

---

Rt. 13and lA8
Williamson County Regional Airport

StaHWrlter

~ ~:,d

_..

997-3160

By Brad Buahue

and placed him in a coma.
Mr. Hilliard, of 3715 N. White
!'tock. Rd., Davis Junction,
underwent three operations.
The first surgury was performed to repair damage to
the pelvis and two others to
relieve pressure on the brain.
He was pronounced brain dead
at 8:30 a.m. Sunday but left on
life support to preserve his
organs f<r possible donorship,
Bill Silver, a friend of the
deceased, said.
Mr. Hilliard's heart was
donated to a recipient at St.
Luke's Medical Center in

~

CallAEROFLITEfor
details: 993-2764 or

Funeral set for SIlJ-C grad
who died after plane crash
systems in a Rockford bospital
Monday after an ultralight
plane crash Friday left him in
acoma.
At the request of his family,
Karl Hi.lliard, 22, was removed
from St. Anthony's Medical
Center life support systems
after s~ could not correct

684-5598

school.
"We felt it would give more
of a description of the comprehensive nature of the
school," Kington said.
The change had to go
through other groups such as
the school's faculty, faculty
senate, and the Board of
Trustees before being sent to
the Dlinois Board of Higher
Education, Kington said.
Kington said no other aspect
of the school will be altered
because of the name change.
Since the design program
moved to the school in 1984, the
number of students studying
visual communication and
product design has increased
every year, Kington said.
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~ -Frozen Morgoritos ,1.25
-requila Sunnse ".00
-Corona Beer '1.00

friday "Ight
"fealtlval
U

' .... Food .....t
5-7:3Opm

I

..12:00 pili

Satarclay "Ight
Classic Oldies

Blue Hawaiians '1.25
Captain Morgan &Coke '1.00

HOIIIIComlng •••
"Wild, Wild Midwest"
Applications are now being accepted
for

Mr. & Ma. Salukl

Sponsored by

SPC
Special Events

If _ _ wit. ~"", and haw a __ filM at Sit. tt.. rou ~
be Mr. GO'Ma. SoIuId. WI_ - . - d at .... "WIld, Wild Mklw.t" Pep1IaIIy, Friday, Octobw 21, Arwna Paoidng Lot. 1M first _
and
'-III -.dIdatee will be ....IDIII. Entrt. ..... be ~ at SfC by
WecInMcIay, October 12. ":30 pm. ,Ide. up entry form at $PC. 3rd Floor.
Student CenIw. For _1nfOmIatIOn call 536-3393.

mo"

COBA JUNIORS may pick
up advance registration appointment cards between 9
a.m. and 3 p.m. Tuesday.
BIBLE STUDY at 7 tonight
at the Newman Center, 715 S.
Wahington. Basic introduction
to Scriptures and an overview
of the Old Testament. For
details, call 529-3311.
BIOCHEMISTRY JOURNAL Club will have a seminar
on
"Development
Biochemistry of Neurospora"
at 4 today in Neckers 218.
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT Center will sponsor a
workshop on "Interview
Skills" aU today in Wham 201.
SIU COLLEGE Democrats
will sponsor a bus to the second
Congressional Debate at Rend
Lake College on Wednesday.
Buses will depart from the
Student Center at 5:40 p.m.

::
~:-?sain!:::nS'~ ~
welcome.
SIU COLLEGE Republicans

~ ~~~:l~~~e~:r-

nesday. Those interested in
attending should meet in front
of the Student Center at 5:30
p.m. A general meeting will be
held on the bus.
COMPUTING AFFAIRS will
sDonsor "Introduction to
GDDM" workshop at 2 today
in Faner l025A. To register,
caD 453-4361, ext. 269, or key in
WORKSHOP from CMS.
BLACKS IN Engineering
and Allied Technology will
hold a general meeting at 6

tonight in the Orient Room in
the Student Center.
RAPE SURVIVORS Support
Group is now forming. For
details, contact Women's
Services at 453-3655.
FELLOWSHIP OF Christian
Students <FCS) will meet at
7:30 tonight at .the Newman
Center, 715S. Washington.
MODEL UNITED Nations
(or U.N. Simulation)
Association for students will
meetat7 tonight in the Student
Center Activity Room B.
SPORT CLUB Council
Meeting will be at 6 tonight in
the Conference Room at the
RecCenter.
REGISTER AT the Rec
Center Information Desk by 10
tonight for the Racquetball
Singles
Tournament.
Schedules will be available by
1 p.m. Thursday. For detalis,
call 536-5531.
UNIVERSIY CHRISTIAN
Ministries is offering
8week Hebrew Bible and Old
Testament study at 7 p.m. on
Tuesday evenings in the Interfaith Center, 913 S. Illinois
Ave., 549-7387.

an

HUNTING CLINIC will meet
with a representative from the
Department of Conservation
for tips on hunting safety, fees
and the Southern Illinois
hunting season at 7 tonight in
the n.ec Center Multi-purpose
Room.
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS department of the

Torture becomes

'scientific' in Chile
BOSTON (UPI) - Government-sponsored torture and
terrorism of citizens has
become more selective and
"scientific" in Chile to intimidate the population, a
doctors' group charged
Monday.
"Since 1977, torture has
become a more scientific
process," Physicians for
Human Rights asserted in a
new studl' "Sowing Fear: The
Uses 0 Torture and Psychological Abuse in Chile."
"This report traces the
evolution of repression from
massive killings and disappearances and the . iling Of
thousands to more ~tive
but hardly more humane methods of control imposed in
recent years. Increasingly,
leliance is placed on psyehological terror," they
said.
The nationwide group of
physicians conducted seven
fact-finding missions to the
South American nation since
1985 to interview government
officials, human rights
workers, torture victims,
church representatives and
others.
The study claims:
• Torture has become a
"more scientific process."
Torture victims used to be
tortured to death. Now doctors
are called in to examine victims to keep them alive so they
can be returned to the public to
serve as a warning.
.The primary goal of
torture 15 to intimidate
political opponents of Army
General Augusto Pinochet,
who took control in a military
coup in 1973. Targets have
been extended to families and

1
IiIJ

. ~""COME ABO~'-' ~

Briefs

friends of activists and even
whole communities.
• Government vigilante
squads, dressed in civilian
clothes and driving unmarked
vehicles, have become increasingly common. These
groups have committed
numerous acts of kidnapping,
rape, torture and murder.
• The primary targets of
repressive activities are the
poor, social and political activists, and those engaged in
defending human rights •
• The result has been a host
of serious emotional problems,
including a loss of self-esteem,
loss of tlie ability to love and
trust others and the "shatmost basic
. . of
tiontheir
skills."

="M

Torture metbf'ods include
beatings, electric shocks including to the genitals,
rectum and face sleep
deprivation, rape and submersion in water or urine. the
report charges.
Dr. Jonathan Fine.
executive director of the
Somerville, Mass., grouP. said
he hoped the study would focus
attention on continuing human
rights violations under
Pinocbet.

American
Marketing
Association will meet at B
tonight outside the AMA office,
third floor, Student Center.
SEX: GOD'S Purpose for it
and How to Enjoy it to the
Fullest" is the topic for
tonight's meeting of Mega-Life
Christian Fellowship at 7 in the
Baptist Student Center
Auditorium.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Association will meet at 5
tonight in Lawson 101. For
details, call 529-4449.
BIRTH PARENT Support
Group will meet at 5 today in
the TV lounge of the Wesley
Foundation. For details, call
997-9381 or 536-4441.
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
Club will meet at 7 tonight in
Student Center Activity Room
A. Registrations for the Ozark
Canoe trip (Oct. 14 through 16)
will be taken.
MOVIE: "THEY Lied to
Us" will be shown at 7 tonight
in the Student Center
Auditorium, 2nd floor.
ADVANCED REGISTRATION Appointment Cards may
be picked up by sophomores at
the College of Business Administration between 9 a.m.
and 3 p.m. Wednesday.
ILLINOIS

MEDICAL

~=t!n:ill s:~1n::

at,;
Springfield on Oct. 7. Register
with the Health Professions
advisor by today. For details,
call 536-2147 .

~

Now Enrolling
Infants, Toddlers, Preschool children
-All New Facility With-Newly Structured Advanced -Two Separate
Development Programs
Playgrounds for
-Caring Professional
~ Toddlers
Instructors
: .o:'~: '; Older Children
,.;.~.'"

;-:A.-!!ff . \c,../-.e

,\ \0.
(.0·

',jill

')

"P"Fffv.\n-.

~
a

-'lHu

-'"f}:". "'\'
J::;e:ii~.,

-

CIIILIJ~

DEn:1.0P\IE'T
l.D.TER

For more Information. stop by
312 S, Wall St., Carbondale or call 529-KIDS
~

~l~l . _

•

201
529-3322
N. Washing'ton ~~

IlVTERlWATIOlVAL lWIGHT
TUESDAY

ALL IMPORT BEER

$1..10
$1..75

DRIl\'K SPECIALS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

JVIIBO HAPPY HOURS

4t08an49-10

SPECIAL SHRIMP DllVl\"ER .-8.95
Coming Soon-•••

Surprise Suitcase Weeken

*

"I see turmoil ••• confusion

WELLNESS
CENTER

... sadness ... tears ...••

GROUPS &
WORKSHOi>S

Sex Is too Important to be left to chance.
V_ted prefItIOncy and
""1101"
,,"-mIffed
dl.
__
fOo

For IndJlrlduolcounsellne
OIIb1"ftcontroi.
STO~ 0#" prefItIOney,

HrIocIslOthlnlcn

con', ftopp.n 10 ,...,.
fhelotgestand_,
/mporfanf ..x 0IpIII

Islfteloroln. H,...,
~lObe"xllOl"
odlve. proetIee

..".,. ..x.

cuJ/536-#CI.
For Irt#ormoflOft
come 10 Ifte "How
Safe" $ex"

-*shop
described

below.

Womel1~

E~~O::~d:~i~~

of unhealthv relationships
•
r~lationshjps we can't seem to
up In spite of their effect
our health and well·being
Discover w,"vs to get on the
mad to recovery.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
4-6pm
Illinois Room. Student Center
Presented by Pat Fabrano

ARE YOU

R..AD?

RETHINKING ABOUT
DRINKING'
Whether yOU want to cut down
on your use or quit. you can

gain support in these on·gotng
weekly sessions.
Meets Thursdays starting

SEPTEMBER 29 3·5PM
Cau 536-4441

"I think it's very important
for the Chilean public as well
as the world public to know
this is the soft unda'belly of the
current regime, which claims
everything is better," said
Fine in an interview before the
study was released. "We think
it's very important to point out
this is the real world in Chile
today, a world of fear, of intimidation. "
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Reagan: Cut weapons more
President caJis
for global peace
in final U.N. speech
UNITED NATIONS <UPIl Trumpeting prospects for "a
new age of world ~ce,"
President Reagan told \.1'i~
United Nations Monday that
the dramatic cuts in nuclear
arsenals, which proved out of
reach in his administrati'ln,
remain "more than a
possibility" for his successor a
year from now.
In a valedictory speech to
the U.N. General Assembly,
Reagan said his four summits
with Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev have forged "a new
relationship based not just on
engagement over the single
issue of arms control, but on a
broader agenda about our
deeper differences."
Bouyed by new "hope of
peace" around the globe,
Reagan re')()rted to the first
day of the 43rd session of the
U.N. General Assembly that
improved East-West ties loom
as "one of the signal accomplishments of our history"

- a change that :;.Jes "to the
source of postwar tensions and
to the once seemingly impossible dream of ending the
twin threats of our time:
totalitarianism and thermonuclear war."
"I stand at this r.odium thdl
in a moment of hope," be said.
"Hope not just for the peoples
of the Uruted Sta1et or the
Soviet Union, but lor all
peoples of the world. And hope,
too, for the dream of peace
among nations - the dream
tbat began the United
Nations."
With his presidency winding
down, Reagan appeared
before the United Nations a
seventh and final time to
review a record hoUy debated
the previous evening by wouldbe successors George Busb
and Michael Dukakis.
Consistent with the theme he
has sounded on the campaign
trail, he insisted that because
of improvements in U.S.Soviet relations, "the United
Nations has the opportunity to
live and breathe as never
before."
The General Assembly hall,
filled to capacity with at least

2,000 people, gave Reagan
polite applause at the end of
speech. Only the U.S.
delegatation stood up during
the applause.
Tbe generally upbeat, 36minute survey of world affairs
glossed over the Middle East,
wbere the deadlocked peace
process has been a source of
great frustration to his administration.
Without elaboration, Reagan
said only that "we look to a
peaceful solution to the ArabIsraeli conflict."
To show the Unif.ed states
remains engaged, he met
Monday afternoon with the
foreign ministers of Egypt and
Israel and was reluctant at the
start of that session to
characterize U.S. efforts in the
Middle East as a failure.
"I think all of us would like
to make more progress than
we have," he said.
Reagan struck a chord of
optimism that stood in contrast to the criticism and
sometimes confrontational
tone contained in previous
speeches to the United
Nations.

PhoDby Shawn YOUnggrwR

Strum

Sheryl Orlove. .enlor In .rt from Highland Partt. works
Monday In Pulll.m Hall on a weaving project for one of her
cl......

Reagan alters escort policy in the Persian Gulf
UNITED NATIONS (UPIl The White House, citing
reduced tensions in the Persian Gulf, said Monday U.S.
warships will no longer escort
tankers in convoys but will
instead use a looser "accompaniment" system.
White House spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater said
President Reagan made the
decision Monday before
leaving Washington to address
the U .N. General Assembly for

a final time.
"This is the first step in the
change of our presence in the
gulf," Fitzwater said. "Wewill
continue to review our
presence in the gulf and make
changes as the tbreat
diminishes.
"These changes in no way
alter our commitment to
freedom of navigation in the
gulf."
He said 180 ships flying the
American flag have been

escorted through the gulf by
U.S. ships since July 18, 1987,
when the United States moved
to ensure the movement of oil
througb the gulf in the midst of
the Iran-Iraq war. Mter
months of attacks, mine hits
and building tension, Iran and
IraQ agreed to a U.N. ceasefire-onAug.20andtherehave
been no attacks in the gulf
since.
Reagan, who was in New
York to speak at the United

Nations and meet with Middle
Eastern leaders, said the risk
posed by the change was "very
slight" and stresSed that U.S.
forces wm continue to protect
shipping until peace in the gulf
is solidified.
"We're not lessening our
protection there at all," he
said. "It was a Navy decision.
We're waiting to see what will
cmr.efromthe cease-flre."
Fitzwater said it would take
several days to implement the

tactical change and that its
specific start-up date probably
would not be announced.
"Mter reviewing the current
cease-f"lre in the Persian Gulf,
which has been in effect since
August 20 and consulting with
allies and friends in the region,
the president decided to
modify' our present method for
providing protection for U.S.flagged shipping in the gulf,"
Fitzwater said.
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Pool Tournament Sunday at 9 p.m.
5100 CASH PRIZE
Horseshoes.

Billiards
529.9571
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1/4 lb. Hot Dog
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Good only on Tuesday
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COMING TO :SIU
WHEN: Wed., Sept. 28
WHERE: SIU Safety Center
TIME: 9-4
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HOSTING CAMPUS GROUP
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Classified
Directory
For Sal.
Auto
Parts &Services
Motorcycles
Homes
Mobile Homes
Miscellaneous
Electronics
Pets & Supplies
Bicydes
Cameras
Sporting Goods
Recreational Vehicles
Furniture
Musical

Books

For Rent
Apartments
Houses
Mobile Homes
Rooms
Roommates
DuplE!xes
Wonted to Rent
Business Property
Mobile Home Lots
Help Wonted
Employment Wanted
Services OHered
Wanted
Lost
Found
Entertainment
Announcements
Auctions & Sales
Antiques
Business Opportunjtj~
Fr_
Rides Needed
Riders N_ded
Real Estate
All Clauifl.el AdvertI,II\ii
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tCalha

w. Buy TV'a, S~, VCR',
TV, 5 _ Repair
Free &tImaIeI
Also VCR _..... Ir

A 1·TV 715 5.111.
529.4717

Two ....room
906 W. McDaniel
5155. Logan
.405Yt E. Hester
..osYt E. Hester
501 W. College 2,3
520 5. Graham
500 W. College 2
209 W. Cherry
300 E. College

529·1082

RENTALS

Office At:
501 E. College

Large 1 Bed room

Yord. I""••. U50. 529·1540.
10·5·88 .... ....... .. 00638133
TO SUBLEASE. NICE 2 bdrm. 2 bc;,h.
d'shwosh.,.. washer-dryer. garage.
small yard. dose to campus. pels
consld.red. $500 mo. 457·6365.
9·30·88 . . . . . . .
00908130
FOR RENT: DUPlEX' bedrOOm. Ren.
very tHsol'MJbl•. C04.Intry ".,.;ng on

larg.form.
9·30-88

. oo57BI30

ltewLazary
Townhoases
Highest Oaallty

& Efficiency Apts .

Lowest Prices

Clean, well maintained

ItOO Plock w. CoIJe!Ie

furnished and
air conditioned

Call:

457-4422

529·1082
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2 BDRM. HARD wood lloors . • tove.
SIU EMPLOYMENT HOT L'n... 536·
ond re#r;9 .. very nice. Ca" 457·33« ' 4'116. (Also GVo.-loble throlJgh
or 529·2008
comp..,s compuler hookupl )
9·30·83
26208130
12·14·88..
5303C77
2 BDRM DUPI EX ACTed (ond end 01
BE ON T. V. Mony needed for
the rood Vaulted cpJlingr. S325 rna
commercials. Cos'ing In(o (r )Bas·
549.7180
687·6000 EJlf TV-950J
27178127

9·28·88

2 ML SOUTh 51. Jorge yard. (.;P·

9·27·88

WORLD

5259(28

plionccu. new corpet_ Call -457·5632

SOOK-Ci-IILDCRAFT has
enjoyable fun or pan· time wor~ (or

or 529·3030

someone with pleasant pers~nolity

26548#28
bperience In reaching. church work
BOR"~.
;,n/urn. air. l or working wJth chjJ~ren and youth
corpet, opplioncBi, I'I'nergy efficienl.
helpful b~t no' reqvu'ed Calf fred
one-1ourlh mile S. 51. -457-4387.
1 Evans at 684-5683 fOE
9-28-88 .

TWO

NICE

10·13·B6
. 26018139110'6.88.
. . . . . . . . 2886C34
MAKANDA. BEACH RD .. Cedo' loke.
GOVERNMENT J08S $16.040·59.230
1 bdrm cpt, deon. well-kept, SJ"20
yr. Now hiring. Your area 805-687~:jnt:~~~ce~erc,ssj~, 7r:.~i8~:; I ~':' £1f'. R-9S01 for curr-en, Federal

I COUNSELOR"
12·5·88...
. .. 294SC70
26228131
SUPERVISOR FOR

5.
10·3·88

..
r=-"~""""""'-""""""'--"---, I Jheropu"c f?s,.r home program.

. . . ... . .
I•....•... n~obll. Hom. Lotaj

" 1 Du.I.. , wlll ,ndude 'ndly,duol and

30S S. Loke "'e'gh,s, S7S each. 529-

2533.
rO-20·B8 .. , ...

. ..... 0C.t97BJ....

.."..... , ., ... '1

,.i d

':;.~1::"~:1~~~~'17: d7.~~;;~~~,::

and the'r famllia-s, training and
SUF9I'Vising fh. 'ostflt' parents 'hat
will "ve wllh the children.
Quafllicatlons are: a masters degree
in a human service " ..Id. two years
counseling e 1fptrri."ce wOt'itlng with

."Iii q " Ii ' . :::.:u::;~~:::~ ~~:~c!~ms'!':

corpen'ry
background to do high quality work
on ren'al fNws'ng. Mus' be very
experienced and a hard work....
ParH/me. musf be- ava". 16 hrs per
wk. durIng ,/•• h", 018·5. 549·3973.
9·30·88 ... ....•........ 0074CJO
FEDERAL. STAff. AND clvll .",,'c.
jobs SI6.000·579. 150 yr. Now hIrIng I
CaU Job Cnlr 1-619·565·6513 .xt
JI471L24hrs
10-4-88. . . . . . . . . .. . ... 267902
BUS BOY·8US gIrl and dl.ttwa.h..needed. Call Hunan Village 01 687·
48-41
9·30-8. . . . . . . . .. ...... 0030C30
JO,N THE GROWING n.twork I
Collegiate Erltrepi'ellfri.ll"l lough' OJ
Independent marketers lor new ond
unique consum.,. tJ.ne'If ,.,-vlao.
NetworkIng opportunity. excellent
growlh poten';al. sfori parl·"me.
WITH

HANDYMAN

:~~~f$:';~ C:'r~~ t=Js~

5343.
9·27·SS ................ 003707
VAN DRIV£R PART· TIME
M.nlol
Heo:~h Center. Appro.'ma" hrs.
are from 8:30
10:00 om and from
3,00 10 5,00 and IT"", /2. I ,00 on
T.~doys. 54.50 fHK hr. Mus' ha ...
""'Id drIvers license. Ap'J/'f at lee·
MAHC II,... floar. 6CU .:. CoII"!le.
Carbondale. Selor.Oct. !'. :988.
9·30·88
.. 004IClO
EASY WORK I EXCELLENT payl
A.ssemb/e products af home. Call for
In'ormatlon. S04 Co4I·B003 Eld. A·
93309·27·88 . . . . . . . .. . .... 2928(27
PHOTO POSlTlON AVAILABLE.
Student worker lor darkroom,
photography and related work.
Skills In film processing, 8 and W
prin"ng and linIsh'nQ a must. Can
s'art ImmediOlel). Mus' hove
","en' ACT on W. and valId IIUnois
drlller.s lI('ens.. Contocf Seth
Cotto,."
Unlver!~ty
Pho'ocom·
453·2836.
9·29-88 ................ 005309
DELIVERY PEIISONS PART· TIME.
fI.x,ble hn. Mus' ho... own ~r and
InJurance. Apply In person alter 5
pm. Quatros Pizzo, Campus
Shopping Cen'er.
9·29-88 ................ 0394C29

'or

'0

munlcotlons.

Smile
this
Week!

®

Place a S;;}i1e
Ad to run
any day
the week of
Sept. 26th.30th
and insert one
piece of artwork

Free
of charge

Deadline 2:00
Two working
days prior to
publication

resumes #0 You'" Servlc. Progroms
Coordinator. JCCltAHC, 60.0(1 e
College. CoTbondole, II 62901.
Deadline fOl' app'Jcaflans will be
Seplember 30. EOE.
9·29-88 ................ 278209
CWS STUDENT WORKER. 10-15 h",.
Times fleXible, gen. office. Mac.
wan/ processIng. fop. pre/. Conloel
LIndo 8a"er L51/ 281 or .,rtl 536·
2301.
9·27-88 ................ 2670C27
EXCfLlE"IT WAGES FOR .pare "m.
assembly work; e'&e#ronlcs. crofts.
Oth.",. Inlo 1·(S04)-64I-009L Ex••
4131. Open 7doys.
9·30-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 266900
GOVaNMENT J08S. 516.040·
159.230 per yeor. Now hlr'ng. Your
ontO. 805·687·6000. ex •. R·9501 for
currenf federal
12·5-88. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 4857C70
BE ON T. V. M,my n....Jed for
commercials. CasHng In"'. 1-805·
687-6000.•• ,. TV·9501.
9· I 6-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26/UC47
DE J08 OPENINGS. Appllco"!,ns are
beIng occepled /or Dolly Egyp"an
news doff p<'Sltions lor spring hHm
'989. An und.term/ned number of
JoL~ will be open. A grommar and
writing tes' kr applicants will be
glv.n In ~OO:'n 1248 (the nftW$lob) at
4 pm. Thu",day. Oct. 13. AppUcoI'on
'Ot'ms will be available at 'he tests
or may be obtained In the De
managing R/for's office. Room
12~7·H (:JE news room). You do no'
have be a journalism maJor.
10·1l-88 . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . 263207
LONG JOHN SILVERS needs day

"s'.

'0

~;To·E°::':r.,. 'c:.rlo":w:~:' 7·10 pm.
9·28-88 .. . ............ 269208
BUSINESS STUDENT FOR parl·fI .....
office work. approx. 20 hn: .•
WfHtk. Send resume
P.O. Box
3283.
9·~8-88 ................ 006108
PT. TIME HA81L1TATION AIde:
weekend .".',; re5pOl1,'b'. fof,",Inl"ll deveiopmentoUy dIsabled
residents In al'WGJ of • .H·he.p.

",.nt

'0

domestic,

socialization,

::~~:~JI~~:~thcog~:::,'n~
MIn .• of $3.50 hr. App/y In penon 0'
Ralnfrae r",roee, 501 E. Chestnut.
Carbondale. fOE.

I; .~~o'
.~\( ~

'81

"'f~

fiJ/i
. .
~
.

GREEKS
Don't
Forget
to Vote!
Wed.
Sept. 28
for
Homecoming
King
&
Queen
Candidates
Activity
RoomC

~

For more
information
contact Chris
at
536·3311
Ext. 217

and Ind.

3rd Floor
Student
Center
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'_iO'Ma.WiDij]
AND

WORD

9·30·88 .. . . .
5258ElO
;YP'NG AND WORD processing r,e
OHlce. 300 E Muin, 5vHe 5 Coli S49·
3512
9·30·88.
.
. 5396E30
TVPING"E.OrTiNG-WRITING. Some
day service. .., make yDlI loolc
goodl" Co" 4$7·205S
Ie 3·88 . .. . ..
. . H04E31
HANDYMAN w;rH PJCKIJP w{l/ c l 4an
and hour anything, Moving Jobs.
frees cuI and removed. Call 529·
3.57
10·.-88 .. . . . .. " ..... 5293E33
MONTESSORI SCHOOL OF Soulhern
IWnols Is offering pr.·scnoo'.
klndergarfen, doycor. tram 7:30·
5,30. Corbondol. p'ckup. 687-4202.
9·28.88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2517E28
I. AIM DESIGN studio. Mending.
aU.roUon" construdion. 529-3998.
9·28·88 ............... 2946E28
FOR OUAUTY CARPENTRY. painting•
rool'ng and rental repolr. Coli
529·5428.
10·2.·8B ............... 2564E46
WE DO WINDOWS. paIn. hau....

roll col".. cI 312·790-9.516_ Please call
Jim and Therese.
,0·31·88 . . . . . . . . . . 26.5rfSI
Call 529·5290
10·5·88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2890f33
MALE SMOKERS WANTEO.- For 0
study 01 phYSiological and
psychological .lIeds of clgareHe

r:r o~:al~!~

~~~81' ~~~ ~~~-~~~._ .

sessions, mornings or aft.rnoons.
Musf be UJ·35 yrs. old. 150·190 Ibs.
Call SIUC Psycho/oglcol Dep •. 536·
2301.
8

loving coupl. of physicians_ We are
responslWe. carIng. and flnandaf/y
secure. tongin, to share our Jives
wllh a much wanted baby. ConIldenllol. leflOi. Af/ ••".ns.. paid.
Coli our adoption otforney.
La-.nce Rapha.,. 312·782·2~
am. 312·743·3582 pm. (DOC).
10 26-88 ............... 2779F48
VOLUNTEERS FREE CAREEII coun·
••/'n9' Needed to tole. pari In
;,,~~.~~. fa< Info. call 536--

0'

~-;iot'.~;i 5~";!2~7~tber kInds of

9·27--88 ................ 25B9E27
HOBBISTS·MARK·S TIIAINS and
Hobbles wanh you to be owote thot
we can handle your hobby needs-we
are locarftd In Marlon on Ill. 13 Easl
at 8ak... Cn.v. Open M·F 5,.10-9:00
pm. Sal 10,00 om·9,00 pm. Sun 1,005,00 pm 993·3708.
9·27-88 ................ 2670E27
TYPING AND WORD Proces.'ng.
Reports. "'-sl•• resumes • • tc. 549·
5532. 8 "",-8pm. 103 S. Woshlngton.
SuI'" II.
10-14-88 ............... 2563E40
MACINTOSH USEIIS. DID you buy a
Mac or new
recentfy? Gel
".",ana"zed lralnlng. SIO per hr.
Call Abfr 549-5637 9om.5pm.
9·28-88 ................ 2792E28
MA TURf RESPONSIBLE ADULT
wllllnll to babysit afternoon. and
e.,.'s. Will prov'de transportation.
any age welcome. 549·339".
9·28·B8 ...........•.... 0009E28

ODS2G33

RUDY, -4 MO. old blk and peach
'orlls* sh." kmen. Lost neor 4" S.
Wo,h'nglon.529.3614.
9·29-88
... 005OG29

.

Steamboot. Vall. Wln'er Park, and

~:,~;;ift~o,:~~~~: ar::r;ic~~ut;

five.

LOST BROWN WALLET fn LEWIS Park
PorklngJo'. 9.l9. IHoundplftOsecoll
Paul al 549·10.55
9·27·88 ... .. .. .. .. 0027;;27
LOST KITTEN. GRAY·black wit~
some lighter gray striping on lace
and Jegs. Mal .... mOl. no collar. 105t
seen Sun. 6" 19 of Pleasanf HI" MHP

CASH FOR BROKEN ac·s. We pick up.

:1:: WANiiii FOIl' ~~il~O~~

. S230F77

1____

all expenses paid. please

:n,:~:~n\·.S~:O i~~

SILVER. BROKEN I ..wel,),. ' HURRYI AVAILABLE SPACE tor )lU

12·''''-88.

::s!':~(Z/~VI~; hood::.~' 'o';llboe;o;~~~

fid.n~lol.

GOLD.

. ~:;:~:: S;~;"~9'a~s~bai~~~;,ds82cJ'a~~ }~~r7- l~o:!~~g ~~~u~, ~~~~~:S;
lIIinoJs.45].6831.
Collegiate Winter Ski 8rlrOks 'D

, ,: f i j .

.A 0 ..... PTION
PLEASE HElP us,
happilv married chiJdless coup'"

proce:.sing
Paperworks. 825 So. III{nols (Behind
Piazc R&c.?rds,). Term popers. theSIS·
diU" resumes. e'c. For quality
work, call 529·2722.
TYPING

rl·..,.,....,."."..,."~."",..,,,..,...'""""''''··'''··
.9
•.•1
.
.
:_
"";.. -'-"'___"'-'.......-=.-=.-=...;......;J

FOUND, ORANGE TABBY Ie"'en.
mol•• around W. Elm and S. ,Ash.
Coli 549-0845 lor more Info.
9·30~ ....... " ..•.••.. 0098H30
F01JND GOLD AND whl'"
Lewl. Pork on Thun;day. If YOU'"
plea,. coli 457·5B70.
9·30-SS .........•...... 0042H30

<0' 0'

SIX or seven days. From only
$1561 Roundfrip fligh,s and group
r::harfer
bus
transportallon
avolloble. CaU toJl free 1·800·321·
59U lor more information and
reservatIon today'
. 009lJ40
;0·1'·88

r. 1if'·lg.1JillM!i]
START
YOUR
OWN
n.'work
mork.t'n; busIness. InvHt: L"s
rhon sroo. for mor.'nformatlon coli
James Harvey o. (618) 529·1593.
9.28.88 ............... 2722M28
'EARN THOUSANDS STUF~ING:
Send S I 00 and a ••If·oddressed
s'amped enveJope to: J W
Assoc'ates 2320 Ros'~n Ave. DIJ"'~d
HeIghts. Md 20747.
2570M36
10·10·88

I..• ·.'··

. ".,1•

';";':";-,-;.;..;.;""""-;.;.;..;.;.~-,-,,,............J

8LACK

ANGORA

RA8BIT

Infant. We offer love, warmth, and
financial security. " you know of
anyone conJldenng plodng on
Infant up lor adoption. please call
312·551·9810 cof/eel anyIlm•. W.
will pay gil .xpel1J;ft.
10·10-SS .

• . 03891'<6

.ohwa,.

WE ct.EAN ANYTHING when YO"
wan' " deanad. Call Sp/c.n.Spon
and pt jf done' 457-7965.
9·2~·8~ ................ 0013E28

I

ALGE8RA TUTORING AVAILABlE.
call Ca.hy 01 457·3377. After 3,00
pm.
9.30-88 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0025E30
AlA TURE RESPONSIBLE ADULT

:'~J~ro':J:~:dmk::=~~I~

,he elderly. 549·3394.
9·28·88 .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . IIOO8E28
lETTER QUALITY TYPING and Word
Processing
reasonable rates. 12
yrs. expo guaran,eed no ~, 549.
2258.
10-3·SS . ... ..
. ....•• 005BE31

Send Your Love A Line••••

g'

S1.Veetest Day
Oetober 111

"-onabIe o.-.dabIe

OIlLDCAIII
In my home clay or night
Drop-Ina welcome

Your message will appear on Friday, October14 in
the Daily Egyptian. Tell your special someone how
you really feel in 20 words or less for 55.00. For
some extra sugar add a piece of sweet art to your
message for just $1.00. Mail or bring your message
to thp Daily Egyptian by Tuesday, October 11.

w.r-1N'O¥IcW

529..272
PREGNANT

CtlIIIIImIRIGHT
FfM~''''''''
ConfIdentIal
549·27M

Print your ad here: __________-.:,_,__

215W.""1I

To the ladies of

AE<I>
The noise was
too loud,
so they said.

A piece of shiny
chrome did go
to their heads.
Of course
the president,
he must be
bled!
Thank god
he's not dead,
just a little
red.
Next time we'll
serve coffee and
doughnuts instead.
Love,
the men of

lor

~;1~O!~~:E~;:f ~~J~~ j;ftJ:!~i'J:jit. I(}Hiii.J t;:i~~~~~~~~~:

Circle art element:

~
ft~

a. ~r
b.

c.

f.

d.

mI
[g]
/1t>.

4 ) h.~
'0
g.

e.

~;:.

"

20 words for 55.00 _ _ __

;.~

TOTAL COST:
$

Artelementfor $1.00

Name: _______________________________
Address:
Phone: __________

~

___________________

Clip and return to the Daily Egyptian
Classified Department, Communications Building.

Comics
Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau
IN FACT, THe ''NCIAI" G£3OR6E.
8U5H 6 NOT GlfOF?6E3 8USH

AT AUJ H& I~, RATHE5R, MJ.'113
()7Hf3R.

THAN Gl3Of?68 8IJSH'5

eVIL. TWIN, 5/(Jppy"

j.,-- -0.,

AnsII:[

I I I I I l-THE-anJ

Shoe

By Jeff MacNelly

.~

d>-"::

.:-

OLYMPIC EVENTS THAT ALMOST MADE IT.
SYNCHRONIZED TRIMMING

Mister Boffo

By Joe Martin

CARTOON.r:r

rl::la:::1

-mrs is NqJokelS

-;.............--1

' -.-

Bloom County

This is the New

~!~
This space wlil
be available for
aclvertlsements
Monclay
thru
Friday.

Today's Puzzle
ACRO:lS
1 AIIat allire
I Petty Ilghll

10

eolo crulun

13 Go..&lp
'4 lnen eaa
15 lIonkoy CtJ
,. Leo". ubitl'
17 Vice " Land 0'

"
21
2J

!Pr::::.~:

=~st.

:~~:=::ent

II Twll
" Hilarity
U Hillorion

CO MulClo

_
n

wm

lirmne...
Stopo....
Unkempt

q Air poUuUon
.. Tennil ""itl

~ ~~~~ city

DOWN
32 a.ally movlo
1 OH·the......"
33 Mal.rlal , . _
Z ClIIl>Dll1ll plMl 34 Sltln o.ltIc.

J _

7 Ind. city

I Puccini opere
9 Asp or adder

:~ ~;t~or Wlugh

:: :!~~:'~'I'

63 Cha...

12 In5pectti

=~~:!, l:et~m. : ;::~~ : Fi~;:n:O'

Seine
28 lenin
32 Hit hard
35 St. Inman',
fort.
36 RupeeS
37 Sel,.,

87 Mlnates
. . Mar,'hon
tinish
&I Gr. let',r
70 Corut Plrtl
71 Gar. ri.,...

ae

CoIumbul'

• _ tivoli
blrthpllce
& Moue,. in lhe 31 Clumsy one
bonk: abar.
" In • gloomy
I Bearing
manner

24 Institute In
Brooklyn
27 --Unil
2t Gudrun',
hUlb.nc:I

30 AQoleaelnl
31 Flr&t place

a Moscow

denll'
4S Morning dlah

~ :~: huard
~ ~;::

~ :t:.~

57 Co!ton bundle
58 Landed

$8 Act"5s

Aow"nds
60 Tt.
followa ...
" Ora" org.
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This special page will
provide the advertiser
with high readership,
visibility and exclusive
positioning.
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PUl,z/e answers are on page 14.

for more fnformatfon
contact your D.I... f••
r.pr...ntatlv. at
536-331
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Cambodian refugee weighs 1st presidential vote
By Robert L. Koenig
St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Editor's Bote: This story and
the story below are two in a
series of features about
American voters. The St. LoUs
Post-Dispatch reeeDtiy seDt its
reporters around the eou.ntry
to gather interviews with
ordinary voten who will help
choose the Dext president.

Rim is one of the more than 4 million
Americans of Asian descent who will be able
to vote for the first time this year.

1980, the year Americans last
elected a new president.
Eight years later, "Sam"
Rim is now putting himself
FALL RIVER, Mass. throuP. a crash course in
politics,
When his father was executed preSidential
in cambodia's killing fields, preparing to cast his first vote
as a U.S. citizen. And Rim always one to set goals near Battambang - deter- hopes that, by 1992, his name
wih be on the ballot as a
mined above all to survive.
The brotben perished from candidate for local public
starvation and disease, but office. He just isn't sure yet if
Rim made it to a refugee camp he wants to be a Democrat or a
on the Thai border. There, he Republican.
"I love politics, American·
set another goal: to somehow
make his way to the United style," Rim, 26, said. "Here,
you can find out everything
States.
He learned some English by you want to know about the
studying scraps of paper he people who want to be the
rummaged from trash bins. He leaaers. There are no
then peppered U.S. officials
with requests. That was in qu:1~ns 6:C::~~t~';~tic

ru: ~ ~

~:a:o~

diligence, Rim bas made the
difficult transition from
cambodia to his new home in
an old mill city. Fall River is in
southeastern Massachusetts, a
half hl'ur's drive from
~!ym.OUtD Rock, where the
PiJgrims first landed in 1620.

se~1:~of f::d e;.r~

River in the early 17008,
starting a steady stream of
immigration. During the late
18008, Fall River became
known as the S indle City
because it was ~ nation's
biggest textile center. By
attracting immigrant workers,
the mills helped weave a crazy
quilt of disparate nationalities,
from the Portugese wbo came
a century ago to the cambodians who came recently.

Some of the old mills massive brick and granite
structures - still stand near
Fall River's wharves. And
hundreds of cambodian im~ts work in those factories, sewing fabrics and
tending to the machinery.
Rim, a thin and handsome
young man, earns $16,000 a
year as a social worker with a
community action agency,
helping the 1,000 cambOdian,
Vietnamese and Laotian
refug~ in Fall River fmd jobs
and ad~ust to American life.
Rim 16 one of the more than 4
million Americans of Asian
descent, including thousands
of refugees from Southeast
Asia, who will be eligible to
vote for the flJ'St time this
year. He is determined to
make his vote count. He
studies articles on the campaign, watches political
programs on cable television
and even took a bus to New
Hampshire to see ~dates
campaign for the presidential
primary there.

After all that research, Rim
declares himself to be an independent who hasn't decided
who to vote for this year. He
says be will base that decision
on issues including national
security, education, jobs and
social services.
Rim generally admires
Democrat Michael Dukakis'
record as governor. Calling
Massachusetts "a state that
works," Rim says be does not
mind paying high taxes if
government sen-:ces are good
- especialJy federal programs
to belp students and to train
workers for better jobs.
But Rim also advocates a
strong national defense and
thinks Bush bas more experience in security affairs.
Nevertheless, he is troubled
that Bush "bas lived all his life
in the upper class. I'm not sure
be knows the problems of the
poor."

Scripps Howard News Service

Immigrant's experience shapes political ideals
By WI1II8m F. Woo
51. louis Post-Dispatch

PUEBLO, Colo. - Around
the corner from the tidy,
freshly decorated offices
where Josepb A. KonciJja
practices law stands the Union
Depot, an impressive red
sandstone structure built in
1885. The train station is empty
and boarded up now, but when
it was new it served as the
Ellis Island for this part of the
world.
It was through the doors of
Union Depot, in the early years
of this century, that Joe
Koncilja's grandfathers and
grandmothers set foot in
Pueblo, the men coming to find
work in the steel mills here,
the women to become
homemakers in the New
World.
Joseph and Frances Koncilja were from Slovenia, a
Serbo-Croatian region of what
now is Yugoslavia; Antonio
and Lucia Paglione had
journeyed from their homes
not far from Rome.
"I think of myself as a SOIl of
hard-working immigrant
stock, a third-generation
American," says Koncilja.
The immigrant experience
has shaped virtually
everything about this slender,
graying 38-year-Old man, from
his profession to his personal
life and octlook. And it is
shaping his view of the
presidential election.
"I have a great concern
whether an ethnic American is
electable," he says, referring
to Michael Dukakis, the
Democratic candidate, whose
parents immigrated from
Grace.
The Pueblo to which the
Konciljas and Pagliones came
not only welcomed but sought

immigrants. The building of
the railroads and the discovery
of nearby ore deposits had
combined to make this city in
southeastern Colorado the
biggest steel center west of
Chicago. There was bard work
to be done and good pay for it.
By 1900, more than half the
population were immigrants.
Most of them came from
Eastern and Central Europe
but also from Italy, Sweden,
England, Greece and Japan.
Antonio Paglione lost 8n eye
in an industrial aecident and
n-.ceived $60 in comj.'eDS8tion.
His grandson, Joe K oncilja,
bas made that a cornerstone of
his political philosopby. In the
Depression, the social welfare
programs of the New Deal kept
Paglione's widow from
destitution. Koncilja made
that another cornerstone.
When his mother inquired at
Central High School about
becoming a nurse, sbe was told
that the profession was not for
women of her background.
That became a third cornerstone.
The Pueblo in which Koncilja practices law is a far
different place from the city
into which his family settled,

but it retains the influence of
its immigrant past. SlovenianAmericans still gather at
Gus's Place at Elm and Mesa
to listen to polkas and wash
down plates of sausage,
cheese, onions, tomatoes and
white bread with l8-ounce
fIShbowls of beer.
Today, Pueblo, population
102,852, is striving to compensate for the decline in the
steel industry. The work force

Joseph Konci/ja has a
great concern whether
an ethnic American is
electable.
of the leading employer, CF&I
(formerly Colorado Fuel and
Iron Co.) bas dwindled to
about 1,600 from nearly 6,000.
New high-tech industries, like
the McDoDnell Douglas rocket
assembly plant, have been
recruited, but the laid-off steel

SCANNER
Now you can
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anything else you
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workers do not easily find jobs
there.
"In this town, you either
became a doctor or a lawyer or
you worked for CF&I," said
KODcilja. "My brother, my
sister a9tl 1, we became
lawyers."
He was sitting behind his
desk, in a red leather chair. He
wore a white shirt, thin black
tie and the pants to a gray
plaid suit. He spoke intensely
and with passion.
"I see myself as very much
influenced by the progression
of mv parents their
etbnid'ty. liberalism, their
following . of the American
dream. I see myself as ODe
step away from not bedJg
treated as well as other people.
"You ask \\<hat America
should be. It should be
prosperous. an America that
believes in social responsibility, and that poverty
should be eradicated, aDd that
there should be racial equality.
Is it more important that
cbildreo pray in scbool than

ThE luERGuphic Cooo
KOPIES & MORE
607 S. ILLINOIS AVE.
529-5679

Fall Blood Drive Chairperson Appli<:ations
and Position Descriptions now available in the
Office of Student Development, 3rd Floor,
Student Center (453.5714). Applications due
Sept. 30 1988: Positions Include:
Blood Olive Chair
Kick-Off Chair
Donor Recruitment
Chair
Sponsorship Chair

~

Vci.Jnller ReauIrnent
Chair

Mobilization of
Volunteer Effort

Part of Your SlUe

Student Health Program

that they should be fed in
school? Everybody should
make a living wage, shoold
live in a decent home and be
able to give their cbildren a
good education.
''So I'd like the election to
focus on what standard of life
should everybody have.
There's not a working class
like there was when I grew up.
I'd like candidates to focus on
=.~ppened to the working
Koncilja takes his mitor for
a walk tel Union Depot. He says
that be baR some real estate
investments and bas fantasies
of a grand piazza-like

1ron~~ ~

==enfn
statiOll. He would call it Immigrant Square.
"When you ha...~ a name like
Koncilja," be says, "the
further you went through
school, the mOf'1e the people
had one-syllable names.
Scripps Howard News Service.

Louganis dives for 2nd gold
~crlpps

Howard News SeMce

SEOUL, South Korea Greg Louganis highlighted the
American efforts with his
second gold medal of the
Games, commg from behind
on his last dive to defeat
CbineserivalNiXiong.
Louganis became the second
diver in history to sweep the
springboard and platform
events - in two straight
Olympics, joining American
Pat McCormick at that level
He compiled 638 61 points
637 .4'1for N i '
Realizing' he had achieved
his goal, Louganis broke into
tears as he climbed from the
pool.
"I'm. speechless," said
LougaDls, who won the
springboard gold medal last

to

Fonner Saluki
16th in race
Former Saluki Sally
Zack fmished 16th in
Olympic cycling Sunday.
Inga Benedict-Thompson
was
the
highest
American finisher at
eighth, while Bunki
Bankaitis-Davis finished
14th.

week after banging his head on
the
board
during
-reliminaries. "I knew I had to
~ve a big last dive and I got
it."
The first two of nine
Americans with chances to
advance to the boxing

semifinals did so, ensuring
themselves at least a b~nze
medal. And the Amencan
women's basketball team took

a

102-88 decision

Staff Writer

The field hockey team
finally ended its dry. spell
Saturday with a 2-1 victory
over Ohio, but not before
extending the losing streak to
six games.
The Salukis, H, dropped a
2.(1 decision to Toledo on
Friday. Both games were
held at Toledo, Ohio.
Cindy Oppermann had the
gam~winning goal against
Ohio, taking an assist from
Nancy Hattrick front of the
net aDd shooting it past goalie

in

Debbie Sarich.
"I think we were determined not to lose again,"
Coach Julee IlIner said.
"Maybe we can keep things
on the winning side now."
Julie Mayor put the Salukis

:::einboau!::'~ ~~~

score came off a penalty
comer and assists by Wendy
Darius and Hattrick.
"I was kind of surprised we
didn't score more," IIlner
said. "But their goalie did a
nice job."
Sarich fmished with 11
saves to Saluki Chris James'

~~
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CHECKS CASHED

"Money Orders
"Title & Registration Service
'Notary Public
"Travelers Checks
No-wait 1989 Passenger car renewal stickers

in its

~inalbattI,,:withtheSoviet

Umon. They will play for the
gold T~ursday against
Yugos~~.
.
.And)eliJa Arbutina scm:ed
WIth ~ seconds ~eft to gIve
Yugoslayua a.5'1-56 VlCtory over
Aus~~aha ID a women's
semifinal game.
In boxing, Americans
Michael Carbajal (light
n~"Weight) and Romallis Ellis
(1i~ty.oeight) adva~ced to. the
semifmaIs of tbell" weIght
divisions.
In volleyball, Peru beat
Japan, 1&-9, 1H, 6-15.10-15,1513.
.
.

Losing streak over for field hockey
By Troy Taylor

SALUKICURRENCYEXCHANGE

Private Mailboxes for Rent
Aash Cash-Visa-Mastercard Cash Advances

laza Shoppinx Center 606 S. Illinois, Carbondale 549-320~
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~sat·A~~~
.
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,::.. .

. Battl. of Th. Band.
Round III

.'--

"Competition Begins at 9:30

Red Pop
Am.rock
Sw•• tSavag.

13.
Illner said the players had
seen Ohio play the previous
d.qy.
"It helped," IIlner said.
"We could see what they were
going to do against us."
Against Toledo, the Salukis
managed only seven shots on
goal. Toledo had 22 shots.
"They just took it away
~U~id. "They

:=:c,

The game was scoreless at

halftime. Toledo's Chris
White got the first goal at
25:34 of the second half.

Hangar Hotline 549-1233

. Plaza Gifts .
& Office Supplies
Register To Win
Electronic

consistent. We'U go with the
best we've got."

Gateway standings
In other action involving
Gateway teams last week,
Western Illinois came back to
defeat Indiana State 24-21,
Youngstown State beat
Eastern Illinois 33-13 and
Southwest Missouri upset

~
P

LAC E

SPECIAL

Ham &

'1.49

20% OFF

Typewriter

Drawing Sept. 30th
~~~=-

~

NOTEBOOK, from Page 1 6 - said sophomore Troy Gutteridge and sophomore Steve
Wedemeier will be in position
to fill Peters' spot.
"It is a serious problem
because (Peters) is our best
punter 'by far," Rhoades said.
"We will make a decision later
in the week (regarding a
replacement)."
"Troy is adequate and could
be outstanding if he gets

COVEor

Northern Iowa 26-9.
Going into the fifth week of
play, Western Illinois leads the
Gatewaf at 3-0, Eastern
Illinois IS second at 1.(1 and
Southern Illinois and Southwest Missouri are tied for third
at 1-1.
Indiana State and Northern
Iowa are tied for fifth at 0-1
and Illinois State rounds out
the league at 0-2.

SIU STUDENTS
TWO-FER TUESDAY

(hot or cold, American
~~~Si:~~
or Swiss Cheese)

(l'wo admissions for the price of one with valid I.D.)

"Your Complete Good lues, Wed, TNus
Sandwich Shop"
Call For Delivery
521 S.lIIinois
549-1013 or 5:l~J-5UI:lU./I

SID vs. St. Louis D.
TONIGHT
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BRING A FRIEND
AND ENJOY
THE MATCH
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Ben Johnson stripped of gold medal
SEOUL, South Korea (UPI)
- Canadian sprinter Ben
Johnson tested positive for an
anabolic steroid and was
sbipped of his ,old medal
Tuesday for winnmg the 100meter dash in world record
time at the Summer Olympics,
apparently giving the Lop prize
to American car! Lewis, officials said.
The revelation, t~.e most
stunning in a widening doping
scandal at the Games, sent
sbock waves through the
Olympic community as

rumors spread around Seoul in
the early morning hours that
tbe 27-ye&..··oAd "world's
fastest man" would be
disqualirled.
International Olympic
Committee officials, who met
in emergency session Tuesday
morning, announced that urine
samples submitted by Johnson
after his victory bad tested
positive for an anabolic
steroid, banned for use t.y
athletes competing in the
Games.
IOC spokeswoman Micbeie

Verdier told a news conference
that Johnson's urine samr.le
tested positive for stanazolo ,a
steroid, and tlte IOC had
rejected. Canadian team appeals that J~on might have
been the victim \If sabotage.
"The gold medal has been
withdrawn by the IOC," she
said.
Johnson left defending
champion Leo.; IS a distant
second in the l~meter race
Saturday, the highlight event
of the Seoul Olympics, setting
a new world record of 9.79

Disappointing
weekend for
women's golf

after
Johnson's
disqualification.
"He doesn't want to be involved in this controversy,"
Lewis'
manager, Joe
Douglas, told the NBC
television network.
Anabolic steroids are drugs
that increase muscle strength
and prevent muscle breakdown, allowing athletes to
build their bodies and train
more intensively. Tbey ahiG
make the user more
aggressive, so-called "steroid
rage."

Spikers will battle
powerful Sl Louis
SaJukis' top hitter sidelined with injury

8, John Walblay
StaffWrfter

8y RoNrI8axter

The women's golf team had
its share of troubles at Purdue's Lady Northern in West
Lafayette, Ind., with a 15thplace fmish in a field of 21.
"It was very disappointing.
We're not p18ying well as a
team and obviously not individually," Coacb DiaIJe
Daugherty said of the team's
performance at tbe invitational Saturday and
Sunday.
Daugherty said to look at the
teaD"1i play, one would not
tbiru.. the team had such high

StaffWrfter

scores.

"They all bit the baD pretty
well, but .they .all had-.QD8..-

terrible bole," Daugherty said.
"We're not fundamentally
sound. We're going to start
workine: much harder on
basics.'"!'
Daugherty said it wasn't one
thing that she could point out
as the root of the team's poor
play. "I really d"n't know. If I
knew we would have gotten
better."
The team finished with a
three-round team total of 1,002
strokes. Lisa Merritt led the
team with a 250. Peggy
Ellsworth had a 251 for second
and Lisa Johnson a 252 for
third.
Freshman Debbie Minter
was fourth with a 260. Julie
Shwnaker had a 263 and Anne
Childress rounded out the
scoring with a 264.
Indiana took first with a 914.
Ohio State was second and
Minnesota was third.
Daugherty said freshman
Debbie Minter came back in
the final round to score a fmalround low of 82. "That shows
outstanding progress for her."
The team's next outing will
be Oct. 7 and 8 at the Huskie
Classic at Northern Illinois
University.

seconds.
Johnson was not available
for comment and was believed
to be flying from Seoul.
Johnson was the seventh
athlete to test positive at the
Games. Two Bulgarian
weightliCters tested positive
for banned drugs and were
sbipped of their gald mP.daJs.
Athletic officials were
meeting to formally decide on
awarding the gold in the 1~
meter dash to Lewis, which
was virtually assured. Lewis
h!ld no immediate comment

.etter.

Sue SInclaIr••enlor
will help the Salukla try to continue
their winning w.,. tonight apln•• St Loul. Unlv....lty. Sinclair
hIICI 45 ...la...nd flY. blocks In SllJ.C'. victory ov... Mluourl
Frldlly.

The new-look St. Louis
Billikens will invade Davies
Gymnasium tenigbt at 7
o'clock riding the crest of a
seven-game winning &freak
and carrying a 12-3 record into
thematch. .
The Salukis have beaten St.
Louis five straight times since
1976, but coach Debbie Hunter
said the history of the two
teams will have nttle impact
on tonigbt's match.
"They are a very solid,
sound team, and they have
people who are willing to go
that little extra to keep the ball
in bounds," Hunter said.
"Some!:bing brand new is
working in their favor and I
don't know what it is."
That sometbing is the
Billiken's third-year coach,
Janet Baier-Howe. BaierHowe is a former Saluki
standout and was a member of
the USA Women's national
team from 1975 to 1982.
In her rookie season Howe
was 1-32, but she quickly
turned around the program to
go 20-12 last year.
The Salukis will have their
work cut out for them. They
are playing without their tophitter Lori Simpson, sidelined
with tendonitis.
"Lori is on a day-to-day
basis," Hunter said. "She has
mild movement and is serving
well, but is still experiencing
swelling."
"Sue was full (go) in
practice and Amy also
practiced but is still hesitant at
the front of the net," Hunter
said. "We'll probably have her
playing back court because of
that."
Hunter said she oruy talked
briefly witb one of the
assistant coaches at St. Louis,
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and sbe truly doesn't know
what to expect from the
Billikens.
"Tbey appear to be riding a
wave of confidence, and
momentwn in this game is
very important, " Hunter said.
Momentum will be very
important for the Salukis in
this match as well. Eight times
this season they have lost the
first game of the matcb to put
themselves in a deep bole at
the start.
"Last Friday's victory was
good for us because our
blocking game came into
play," Hunter said. "Our
hitting errel'S were minimized
and it was our first match with
no blOCking errors. ,.
Hunter said her team will
need more of the same
errorless play against the
Billikens, and she said her
main goal is for her team to
adopt a winning attitude.

Tompkins' defenders heading back to the basics
8, DnId Galilanettl
StaffWrfter

As far as defensive COOI'dina tor Jim Tompkins is
concerned, its back to the
basics. Learning bow to tackle
is tops on the list.
"We didn't do a good job
tackling, and we've got. to
learn this," Tom~ said
following the Salukis 24-23 win
over Illinois state.
Tompkins said his defenders
were trying to grab opponents
instead of tackling them.
"(Tackling) is one of our
biggest problems right now.

FOOtball

.

n>. ··A&ebook·
VI

tempts.

a~~e~~e~~~
time to throw," Tompkins

said. "We want to have more
consistentj)ressure."
Illinois State coach Jim
Heacock said he though his
We'U just have to wOrk on it walk-on qu .rterback came
m1.t.ore" ; place more emphasis on through fme.
(The Salukis) were getting a
Tompkins said the Salukis good rush and we knew they'd
alloweCi Illinois State~~ ~ing bring pressure, but I thought
game too mucb daylight. For Adrian bandIed it well,"
the game, the Redbird's Heacocksaid.
freshman quarterback Adrian
Tompkins said he was happy
Wilson t.brew for l23 yards, to win the game, but saw other
comple~ Dine of. 22 at- '. areaS .. tbat needed' im-
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provement.
"We made some big plays
where we had to, but we didn't
handle sudden changes well
like fumbles and special teams
plays," he said. "We bad some
assignment mistakes in the
second quarter that hurt us
and we gave up a couple of big
plays that we are upset
about."
"The biggest thing, thougb,
is we kept on figbting. We
~=.J:::." attitude and

Peters sidelined

player to the injured list, as
punter David Peters is at a
Cape Girardeau hosp,ital
undergoing tests to see if he
will need arthroscopic surgery
on his knee.
"He will be out for two to
four weeks if he just has the
tests but if he has the surgery
then be's done," men's trainer
Ed Thompson said.
Peters suffered a strained
knee at Normal last week
when be was tackled after a
kick in the third quarter.
Head coach Rick Rhoades

The Salukis added another. See NOTEtsOOK. Page 15

